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Abstract

Two-phase microchannel heat sinks are of significant interest for thermal management

applications, where the latent heat of vaporization offers an efficient method to dissipate large
heat fluxes in a compact device. However, a significant challenge for the implementation of
microchannel heat sinks is associated with flow instabilities due to insufficient bubble removal,
leading to liquid dry-out which severely limits the heat removal efficiency. To address this

challenge, we propose to incorporate micro/nanostructures to stabilize and enhance two-phase
microchannel flows. Towards this goal, this thesis focuses on fundamental understanding of
micro/nanostructures to manipulate liquid and vapor bubble dynamics, and to improve overall

microchannel heat transfer performance.

We first investigated the role of micro/nanostructure geometry on liquid transport behavior.

We designed and fabricated asymmetric nanostructured surfaces where nanopillars are deflected

with angles ranging from 7 -52'. Uni-directional liquid spreading was demonstrated where the

liquid propagates in a single preferred direction and pins in all others. Through experiments and

modeling, we determined that the spreading characteristic is dependent on the degree of
nanostructure asymmetry, height-to-spacing ratio of the nanostructures, and intrinsic contact

angle. The theory, based on an energy argument, provides excellent agreement with experimental

data. This work shows a promising method to manipulate liquid spreading with structured
surfaces, which potentially can also be used to manipulate vapor bubble dynamics.

We subsequently investigated the effect of micro/nanostructured surface design on vapor
bubble dynamics and pool boiling heat transfer. We fabricated micro-, nano-, and hierarchically-
structured surfaces with a wide range of well-defined surface roughness factors and measured the

heat transfer characteristics. The maximum critical heat flux (CHF) was ~250 W/cm2 with a

roughness factor of~-13.3. We also developed a force-balance based model, which shows

excellent agreement with the experiments. The results demonstrate the significant effect of

surface roughness at capillary length scales on enhancing CHF. This work is an important step
towards demonstrating the promising role of surface design for enhanced two-phase heat transfer.

Finally, we investigated the heat transfer performance of microstructured surfaces
incorporated in microchannel devices with integrated heaters and temperature sensors. We

fabricated silicon micropillars with heights of 25 ptm, diameters of 5-10 [tm and spacings of 5-

10 lim in microchannels of 500 pm x 500 pim. We characterized the performance of the

microchannels with a custom closed loop test setup.
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This thesis provides improved fundamental understanding of the role of micro/nanostructures
on liquid spreading and bubble dynamics as well as the practical implementation of such
structures in microchannels for enhanced heat transfer. This work serves as an important step
towards realizing high flux two-phase microchannel heat sinks for various thermal management
applications.
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Chapter 1 Background and Introduction

1.1 Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are small integrated devices or systems that

combine electrical and mechanical components, ranging in size from the submicrometer (or sub

micron) level to the millimeter level. Due to the great potential [1] and broad applications of

microscale systems, MEMS has experienced significant growth in the past decades. For example,
the digital micromirror device (DMD), where arrays of millions of MEMS-based micromirrors,
on a chip the size of a dime and are each independently addressable and drivable, reflect light to

produce the images projected on TV screens or classroom walls [2] and MEMS accelerometers

and gyroscopes provide the possibility of intuitive motion controls for mobile devices or gaming

platforms [3].

An emerging research topic of MEMS is micro/nanostructure engineering on surfaces. The

structured surfaces have long been recognized for being able to magnify the intrinsic wetting

properties to achieve superhydrophilic or superhydrophobic surfaces in combination with

chemical modifications [4-6]. Such capability has great potential in a wide range of applications

including DNA microarrays, digital lab-on-a-chip, anti-fogging and fog-harvesting, inkjet

printing and drag-reduction [7-13]. In addition to the rich opportunity in manipulation of fluid

dynamics, there has been a growing realization that the micro/nanostructured surfaces can

enhance heat transfer performance of phase change processes, which is of interest because of the

applications in thermal management and power generation [14].

1.2 Challenge in Thermal Management

Fast increasing processing capacity within the size confines of modern integrated circuits

(ICs) has made thermal management a key barrier to the continued development and progress of

new electronic devices. One example is the Central Processing Unit (CPU). As shown in Fig. 1-1

(adapted from [15]), from the early 90's to 2005, the power density of CPUs steadily increased to

100 W/cm 2 . Since then, typical commercialized thermal management approaches has not been

able to dissipate such high fluxes and the industry adopted novel designs such as "multi-core" to

reduce the heat flux. However, John Thome, in a 2006 editorial, suggested that ICs may require

over 300 W/cm 2 of power removal in the next few years [16]. In addition, the thermal

management demands of specialty applications such as concentrated photovoltaics, power

electronics, and laser diode are even more severe, requiring power densities of over 1000 W/cm2

[17-19]. In addition to the high heat flux, the strong effect of temperature on the efficiency

requires the thermal management schemes capable of dissipating high heat fluxes with low

temperature rises, i.e., narrow temperature budget. To help realize the desired performance of

future electronic devices, new and innovative technologies for heat dissipation need to be

developed.
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Figure 1-1. Recent trend in power density of CPUs. Heat fluxes as high as 100 W/cm2 has

been a major bottleneck for increasing integration level. (Adapted from [15])

1.3 Cooling Schemes Based on Phase Change

While forced air cooling in conjunction with integrated heat pipes are typically limited to

dissipating -100 W/cm2, phase change based cooling techniques, such as pool boiling, spray

cooling and flow boiling, have the potential to remove heat flux on the order of 100-1000 W/cm 2

as shown in Fig. 1-2 [20] due to latent heat of vaporization. Therefore, two-phase cooling is

considered as one of the most promising method to address those thermal management needs.

Nat iral onv ctioi Ai
Heat Sik Air
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Critical Heat Flux [W/cn2

Figure 1-2. Comparison of critical heat flux (CHF) with different cooling schemes. Phase

change based cooling techniques using water as working fluid promises the highest heat

dissipation capability. (Adapted from [20])
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1.3.1 Critical Heat Flux

In two-phase (boiling) heat transfer systems, the critical heat flux (CHF) represents the

operational limit of heat flux because the transition from nucleate boiling to film boiling occurs

when the heat flux is above CHF. In film boiling, the formation of a vapor film covers the

heating surface completely and loss of contact between the surface and liquid leads to a

significant rise in thermal resistance and, as a result, reduction in heat transfer efficiency. Due to

much practical interest, the mechanism that causes CHF has been intensively studied, for

example, Kelvin-Helmholtz instability due to the high relative velocity between the liquid layer

and vapor emanating from columns [21, 22], merging of vapor columns to produce a vapor

blanket [23], dry-out of the liquid macrolayer [24, 25] and hot/dry spot re-wetting [26, 27].
However, the detailed mechanism for CHF is still under debate and investigation [28].

1.3.2 Pool Boiling

Pool boiling is considered one of the simplest methods to achieve heat fluxes over

100 W/cm 2 with passive method which doesn't require extra power input. Therefore, a variety of

models have been proposed on predicting the maximum CHF limit in pool boiling, such as the

classic hydrodynamic model proposed by Zuber [21], models based on capillary pumping limit

and viscous drag [29, 30], Kandlikar's model based on the dynamics of vapor bubble expansion

[26], and the model based on the macrolayer hypothesis [31]. However, the maximum heat flux

of pool boiling is lower than other two-phase cooling methods due to the passive liquid supply.

Furthermore, pool boiling usually has a high working temperature and is sensitive to orientation,

which limits application in thermal management for electronic devices.

1.3.3 Spray Cooling

Spray cooling utilizes liquid droplets to impinge on the hot surface and form a very thin

liquid layer. The evaporation of the thin layer removes a large amount of heat. Lin and

Ponnappan reported a maximum heat flux of 500 W/cm 2 with a water spray from eight nozzles

[32]. However, an ultra high pressure (hundreds of kPa) is required to create spray flow, which

can hardly be allowed in commercial packages. Researchers have also proposed using

piezoelectric vibrators or inkjet printer technology to create sprays [33]. In addition to the ultra

high pressure and power needed, another concern about spray cooling is the intricate flow

patterns. Hall and Mudawar reported that identical spray nozzles from the same production batch

failed to create identical spray flows [34].

1.3.4 Flow Boiling

Forced flow boiling in channels allows for extremely high heat removal rates by utilizing the

latent heat of vaporization of a liquid. The result is that a significantly lower mass flow rate is

needed to cool a chip when compared to forced liquid-phase flow, and a more constant

temperature can be maintained across the entirety of the chip [35]. Two-phase microchannel heat
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sinks offer significant advantages over macroscale solutions because the high surface area to

volume ratios in these devices allows for more efficient heat removal rates at low vapor qualities,
which is contrary to results seen in the macroscale case [36-38]. Thermal resistances of less than

0.1 K/W can be achieved using two-phase flows within microchannels and their small footprint
makes their use ideal [39]. For example, Penley and Wirtz demonstrated a heat flux of up to
446 W/cm 2 with water using copper filament screen laminates to enhance surface area in
microchannels [40].

1.4 Challenges in Flow Boiling

While flow boiling in microchannels has demonstrated promising potential for high flux

cooling, the practical implementation of microchannel heat sinks presents additional challenges

and hurdles. In large piping systems, the regimes associated with two-phase flows have been

extensively studied. As the vapor quality within the pipe increases, the system moves from

bubbly flow to slug flow and, eventually, to an annular or stratified flow, as shown in Figure 1-3
[41]. Surface tension forces are insignificant compared to inertial forces while the characteristic

length of the pipeline is at least an order of magnitude larger than capillary length, i.e., ~2 mm

for clean water. Buoyancy and lift forces play important role at this scale and, therefore, can be

utilized through proper design to stabilize the multiphase flow systems [42].

Liquid : .1'
Flow

Liquid Bubbly Coalesced Confined- Annular-
bubble bubble slug flow Dry-out

/Slug

Figure 1-3. Illustration of two-phase flow patterns occurring in a macroscale evaporator pipe.

As the liquid flows from left to right along the heating pipeline, it moves from bubbly flow to

slug flow to annular flow. (Adapted from [41])

Boiling onset
(Flow eruption)

Film evaporation

Liquid
Flow 4 .

I Liquid IBubble' Annular/slug
nucleation flow Dry-ut

Figure 1-4. Flow regimes in a two-phase microscale pipe. As the onset nucleation occurs, the

vapor bubble expands rapidly and the flow pattern moves quickly from slug flow to annular

flow and, eventually, to dry-out. (Adapted from [43])
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In two-phase microfluidics, however, the buoyancy and lift forces are insignificant, while

surface tension forces dominate inertial effects leading to insufficient bubble removal. The

rapidly expanding bubbles in microchannels where the fluid undergoes boiling causes high

pressure drops and flow reversals developed in the channel, leading to large pressure fluctuations

and flow instabilities [42-48]. As a result, two-phase flows within microchannels quickly reach

the slug flow regime, and annular flow and dry-out occur rapidly, as shown in Figure 1-4 [43].

These vapor slugs result in high pressure drops and a significant loss in liquid-surface contact

area over the length of the channel, which significantly lowers the cooling efficiency of the

system.

1.5 Micro/Nanostructure in Two-Phase Microchannel Heat Sink

1.5.1 Flow Constrictor and Microcavity

To address the problem of flow instability in two-phase microchannel heat sinks and to

increase the maximum heat flux, a special constrictor has been proposed to be integrated into the

channel entrance to help control the backflow and reduce the pressure fluctuations. For example,

Kosar et al. achieved heat flux as high as 614 W/cm2 by water flow boiling in microchannels

with restrictors at the entrance to stabilize the flow [49].

Another approach to suppress the instability during flow boiling is to enhance bubble

nucleation at low wall superheats using artificial nucleation sites [50, 51]. At onset of nucleation

boiling (ONB), the maximum pressure that can be sustained inside the vapor bubble is dictated

by the saturation pressure corresponding to the heater surface temperature [52]. Therefore, the

reversed flow and flow instabilities developed due to high pressure inside bubble are suppressed

when local superheat at ONB is reduced by making nucleation sites available on the heating

surface. A maximum heat flux of 445 W/cm 2 has been demonstrated using water in the

microchannels with a hydraulic diameter of 227 pm possessing 7.5 pm wide reentrant cavities on

the sidewalls [51].

While most studies on flow instability mitigation in two-phase microchannel heat sinks are

focused on using structured surface to modulate inlet pressure [49, 50], increase surface area [53-

55], and promote bubble nucleation [51, 56], these approaches either suffer from high overall

system pressure drop [49, 50, 53-55], or limited enhancements in heat transfer after ONB [57].

The problem of insufficient bubble removal in two-phase microchannel has never been fully

addressed. The approach to manipulate bubble dynamics for flow boiling has not been

investigated due to the complexity of two-phase flow [26]. Therefore, two-phase microchannel

heat sinks are still far from practical implementation.

1.5.2 Micro/Nanopillar Arrays

It has been shown that surface structures and wettability can affect the bubble dynamics,

including bubble departure radius and frequency [58, 59]. In recent years, there is a growing
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consensus that surface wettability plays an important role in defining the heat transfer
performance due to the capability to manipulate bubble behaviors [26, 30], and the significant
enhancements in CHF of pool boiling that have been demonstrated using superhydrophilic
micro/nanostructured surfaces [60-64]. In the microchannels, there is also evidence that surface
wettability can affect bubble dynamics [65]. As discussed previously, the wetting property is
greatly augmented on the surfaces with micro/nanostructures. Therefore, the
micro/nanostructured surface (i.e., micro/nanopillar array on surface) provides a great potential
to manipulate bubble dynamics to promote bubble departure. Furthermore, the micro/nanopillar
array can both increase nucleation site density and provide a wide range of size of nucleation
sites, where vapor bubble nucleation is triggered at different wall superheat based on cavity
diameters [66]. Thus, the overall heat transfer performance is significantly enhanced [60, 67].

1.6 Scope of the Thesis

This thesis aims at improving fundamental understanding in bubble dynamics on
micro/nanostructured surfaces, investigating methods to promote bubble departure, and
demonstrating practical enhancements for two-phase microchannel heat sinks.

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, the dynamics of liquid spreading in nanopillar arrays is first
investigated and a uni-directional liquid spreading, where liquid propagates in a single preferred
direction and pins in all others, on a special designed, asymmetric nanostructured surfaces will
be presented. A theory, based on an energy argument, is developed to predict the spreading
behaviors and shows an excellent agreement with experimental results. This work shows that we
can manipulate droplet spreading to a single direction on-demand, which suggests new
opportunities to tailor advanced nanostructures to achieve active control of complex flow
patterns, which potentially can affect vapor bubble to grow and departure in a preferred direction.

In Chapter 3, the effect of surface roughness-augmented wettability on pool boiling heat
transfer is studied. Micro/nanostructured surfaces with a wide range of well-defined surface
roughness were fabricated and a maximum CHF of ~208 W/cm 2 was achieved with a surface
roughness of~6. An analytical force-balance model was extended to explain the CHF
enhancement. The excellent agreement found between the model and experimental data supports
the idea that roughness-amplified capillary forces are responsible for CHF enhancement on
structured surfaces. This work is an important step towards demonstrating the promising role of
surface design for manipulating bubble dynamics. The insights gained from this work suggest
design guidelines for new surface technologies with high heat removal capability.

A large enhancement in critical heat flux (CHF) on hierarchically-structured surfaces
fabricated using electrophoretic deposition on microstructured silicon and electroplated and
oxidized copper is reported in Chapter 4. A CHF of~250 W/cm 2 was achieved on the CuO
hierarchical surface with a surface roughness factor of-13.3. Compared to the CHF model

6



proposed, the excellent agreement found between the model and experimental data supports the

idea that roughness-amplified capillary forces are responsible for CHF enhancement on

structured surfaces and demonstrates the validity of the model for roughness ratio ranging from 1

to ~15. This work provides design guidelines for new surface technologies with higher heat

removal capability that can be effectively used by industry.

Heat transfer performance of microstructured surfaces integrated into microchannel devices

with heaters and temperature sensors is demonstrated in Chapter 5. The fabricated silicon

micropillars have heights of 25 Im, diameters of 5-10 [tm and spacings of 5-10 p.1m in the

microchannels of 500 pm x 500 pm. We characterized the performance of the microchannels

with a custom closed loop test setup. The preliminary data shows the device is capable to

dissipate heat flux of ~508 W/cm 2 with mass flux of ~1530 kg/m 2 s.
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Chapter 2 Manipulation of Liquid Spreading using

Structured Surfaces

2.1 Introduction

Controlling surface wettability and liquid spreading on patterned surfaces is of significant

interest for a broad range of applications, including DNA microarrays, digital lab-on-a-chip, anti-

fogging and fog-harvesting, inkjet printing, and thin film lubrication [7-10, 13, 68-70].
Advancements in surface engineering, with the fabrication of various micro/nanoscale

topographic features [11, 71-74], and selective chemical patterning on surfaces [75, 76], have

enhanced surface wettability [4, 68, 77], and enabled control of the liquid film thickness [78] and

final wetted shape [79]. In addition, groove geometries and patterned surface chemistries have

produced anisotropic wetting, where contact angle variations in different directions resulted in

elongated droplet shapes [80-86]. In all of these studies, however, the wetting behavior preserves

left-right symmetry. Here, we demonstrate that we can harness the design of asymmetric

nanostructured surfaces to achieve uni-directional liquid spreading, where the liquid propagates

in a single preferred direction and pins in all others. Through experiments and modeling, we

determined that the spreading characteristic is dependent on the degree of nanostructure

asymmetry, height-to-spacing ratio of the nanostructures, and intrinsic contact angle. The theory,

based on an energy argument, provides excellent agreement with experimental data. The insights

gained from this work offer new opportunities to tailor advanced nanostructures to achieve active

control of complex flow patterns and wetting on-demand.

2.2 Uni-Directional Liquid Spreading and Asymmetric Nanostructured Surfaces

When a droplet is deposited on a typical periodic nanostructured hydrophilic surface

(Fig. 2-1a inset), the droplet shape is symmetric (Fig. 2-l a) and determined by a minimization of

total surface energy. The incorporation of grooves or channel features [80-84], creates local

energy barriers to pin the liquid along one axis and spread the liquid bi-directionally to form

elongated droplets [84, 85]. Asymmetric nanostructures (Fig. 2-lb inset), on the other hand, can

introduce energy barriers in more than one axis and allow the liquid to propagate in a single

direction (Fig. 2-1 b). This work investigates the design of asymmetric structures to achieve this

unique behavior.

9



a

b

Figure 2-1. Comparison of wetting behavior on symmetric and asymmetric nanostructured
surfaces. a, A 1 ptL droplet of DI water with 0.002% by volume of surfactants (Triton X-100)
deposited on typical vertical nanopillars with diameters of 500 nm, spacings of 3.5 pm, and
heights of 10 pim (inset) with axially symmetric liquid spreading. b, A droplet on the same
dimension nanostructures as a, but with a 120 deflection angle (inset) with uni-directional
liquid spreading. The images show the characteristics of a spreading droplet at one instant in
time. The scale bars in the insets are 10 pm.

Asymmetric nanostructures were fabricated with pillar diameters ranging from 500-750 nm,
heights of 6 and 10 pm, and spacings of 3.5 pm. The asymmetric nanopillar fabrication steps are
described as follows. A 200 nm thick silicon dioxide (SiO 2) thin film was grown on a silicon
wafer. The features were then defined via projection lithography with a thin photoresist
(SPR700-1.0, Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials), and transferred onto the SiO2 layer by
plasma reactive ion etching (RIE). An oxygen plasma was used to remove residual photoresist
and the remaining oxide layer was used as an etch protector. The pillars were etched in silicon
using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). The sample was subsequently placed in an electron
beam evaporator chamber at tilt angles ranging from 18'-25' to deposit a thin gold film on one
side of the pillars. During the deposition process, the gold was evaporated by an electron beam
and then allowed to condense on the pillar surfaces. As a result, the gold film coated on the
surface experienced a tensile stress. Meanwhile, the silicon pillars were heated by hot gold atoms
which condensed on the surfaces. After the deposition process, nanostructures were cooled down
to room temperature, which led to thermal residual stresses from the thermal expansion
mismatch between the gold film and silicon pillars. The combination of the residual stresses
allowed the nanopillars to deflect. While the temperature of the gold during the deposition
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process is over 1000 *C, the temperatures in fluidic and biological applications are typically no
larger than 100 'C. Therefore, the deflection angle of the nanopillars does not change under the
temperature ranges of fluidic and biological applications. The thickness of the gold film was
varied from 250 nm to 400 nm to obtain the desired deflection angles of 2'-52' (p = 2'-52').
The fabricated pillars have actual heights of 6 pm (H = 6 pm) and 10 pm (H = 10 pm), and
spacings of 3.5 gm (1= 3.5 pm), such that the height-to-spacing ratio is approximately 1.71 (H/i
= 1.71) and 2.87 (H/i = 2.87), respectively. The diameters of the pillars range from 500-750 nm
on different samples. The variation in pillar diameters is due to different thicknesses of deposited
gold films to achieve the desired deflection angles. Figure 2-2 shows scanning electron
micrographs (SEMs) of four representative asymmetric nanopillar arrays with deflection angles,
(, (defined in the Fig. 2-2 inset) ranging from 7 -52 . A Cartesian coordinate system is used for
convenience, as shown in Fig. 2-2, where the pillars deflect in the positive X (+X) direction.

qp=25*

1

Figure 2-2. Scanning electron micrographs with uniform arrays of asymmetric
nanostructured surfaces. The nanostructure deflection angles, p, are 7', 120, 250, and 52'.

The diameters, spacings, and heights of the nanopillars are all 500-750 nm, 3.5 jim, and 10
pm, respectively. The Cartesian coordinate system is defined such that the pillars deflect in

the positive X (+X) direction. While each surface has the same equilibrium contact angle (4'-
80 , depending on the thickness of the gold film), the spreading behavior is dependent on the

deflection angle. Inset: Schematic defining the deflection angle.
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To investigate the effect of geometry on liquid spreading behavior, we conformally coated
the nanopillars with a polymer using an initiated chemical vapor deposition (iCVD) process [87-
89]. Initiated chemical vapor deposition (iCVD), developed by the Gleason Lab at MIT [87-89],
offers a new, solvent-free technique to conformally deposit polymers on nanostructures.
Monomer and thermally labile initiator vapors flow into a reactor with resistively heated
filaments suspended above a deposition stage cooled by recirculating water to maintain substrate
temperatures around room temperature. Depending on the initiator, the filaments are heated to
250 - 550 'C, which is hot enough to dissociate initiator molecules into radicals, while leaving
the monomer molecules unaffected. The monomer and initiator radicals migrate to the chilled
substrate where they undergo free radical polymerization to form the polymer film [88]. In our
experiments, the nanostructured surfaces were coated with two kinds of polymers, p(n-
isopropylacrylamide-co-di(ethylene glycol) divinylether) (p(NIPAAm-co-DEGDVE)) and
p(cyclohexyl methacrylate-co-divinylbenzene) (p(CHMA-co-DVB)), to ensure that the surface
properties are uniform and to control the surface energy. The intrinsic contact angles of DI water
on 150 nm thick p(NIPAAm-co-DEGDVE) coated surfaces are 540 and 620, depending on the
extent of cross-linking of the polymer. The intrinsic contact angle of DI water on 100 nm thick
p(CHMA-co-DVB) coated surfaces is 800. Different polymers were used to tailor the surface
energy such that the intrinsic contact angles are 540, 62', and 800 with deionized (DI) water.

2.3 Experimental Results

We performed spreading experiments with DI water and Dulbecco's phosphate buffered
saline (DPBS, Sigma-Aldrich) on p(NIPAAm-co-DEGDVE) coated surfaces. DI water with
surfactant (Triton X-100, Fisher Scientific) concentrations of 0.00125% to 0.01% by volume
were used on p(CHMA-co-DVB) coated surfaces. The surface tension ranges from 42.6 to 30.2
dynes/cm, which corresponds to contact angles of 63' to 210 (see Fig. 2-3 and 2-4). In each
experiment, a 1 pL droplet was deposited using a micropipette in contact to the surface to
minimize spreading driven by inertia. Images of the spreading of the droplet were recorded using
both a CMOS camera (Phantom V7, Vision Research) at a frame rate of 30 fps and a digital
camera (EOS 50D, Canon) with a macrolens (MP-E 65 mm, Canon). To examine the liquid film
in the nanostructures, a diffraction-limited white light microscope with a 100 x magnification
(NA=0.70) was used. Before and between experiments, the surfaces were cleaned with isopropyl
alcohol and DI water to remove contaminants on the surfaces. In addition, the fabricated surfaces
were robust and were used more than 50 times without any degradation and change in the
spreading behavior.
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Figure 2-3. The surface tension with varying surfactant concentrations. The surface tension
with increasing surfactant (Triton X- 100) concentrations was measured using a tensiometer

(Ki 1, KRUSS). The critical micelle concentration (CMC) of Triton X-100 is approximately
0.01% by volume, which corresponds to a surface tension of 30.2 dynes/cm.
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Figure 2-4. The contact angle with varying liquid surface tensions on the polymer, p(CHMA-
co-DVB), coated flat surface. The contact angle decreases from 63' to 20.50 as the surface

tension decreases from 42.6 to 30.2 dynes/cm. This relationship allowed studies of the

spreading behavior with different contact angles on the nanostructured surfaces.
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Typical uni-directional spreading behavior on the fabricated asymmetric nanostructures is
shown with DI water and Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline (DPBS) on surfaces where the
deflection angle is 8.70 and the intrinsic contact angle is 62' (DI water). On another polymer
coated surface with nanopillars deflected at 120 and an intrinsic contact angle of 80' (DI water),
similar behavior is shown in the time-lapse images of the side and top view in Fig. 2-5a and 2-5b,
respectively. In this particular case, DI water with a 0.002% concentration of surfactant (Triton
X- 100) by volume was deposited onto the surface where the intrinsic contact angle for this liquid
(with a surface tension of 39.7 dynes/cm) is 59'. In all of these cases, the liquid propagates
primarily in the +X direction while the contact line pins in both the -X direction and along the
Y-axis. This uni-directional spreading associated with liquid pinning is distinct in comparison to
previous studies [11, 72-74, 80-86] owing to the asymmetric geometry of the fabricated
structures. The spreading behavior is independent of the initial droplet position, i.e., for the same
substrate and liquid, uni-directional spreading is observed when a droplet is placed at an arbitrary
location on the surface. Furthermore, our experimental observations show that uni-directional
spreading is determined by the nanopillar geometry and the intrinsic contact angle of the liquid
on the polymer coated surface.

To elucidate the observed phenomena, we studied the liquid film propagating ahead of the
droplet within the nanopillars, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2-5b. The behavior of the liquid
film was found to be well-correlated with the behavior of the macroscopic droplet. We used
white-light microscopy to investigate the effect of nanopillar deflection angle, (p, and the intrinsic
contact angle, 0 eq, on liquid film propagation (see Methods section). DI water and DPBS were
examined on the polymer coated surfaces (p(NIPPAm-co-DEGDVE)), where the intrinsic
contact angles are 54' and 62' with DI water. To study the liquid behavior on a large range of
deflection angles and intrinsic contact angles, we used DI water and DI water with
surfactants (Triton X- 100 with concentrations ranging from 0.01% to 0.00125% by volume) on
another polymer (p(CHMA-co-DVB)) coated surface with an intrinsic contact angle of 80' (DI
water). On this surface, surfactants were necessary to decrease the intrinsic contact angle in
order to satisfy the condition for imbibitions [72].

The experimental results in Fig. 2-6 indicate the regimes in which the liquid propagates and
pins in both the +X and -X directions for nanopillar heights of 10 pim (see Fig. 2-7 for additional
experimental results with nanopillar heights of 6 pm). The square symbols (D) indicate
experiments in which the liquid film propagates only in the +X direction, whereas the circles (o)
are experiments where the film propagates in both +X and -X. The triangles (A) show instances
where the liquid film is nearly pinned in the -X direction, i.e., the propagation rate was at least
five times slower in -X than in +X. The crosses (x) represent experiments where the film does
not propagate at all due to the imbibition condition. The behavior of the film along the Y-axis
was similar to the behavior in the -X direction. The blue, red, and green colors of these symbols
represent experiments with DI water, DI water with surfactants, and DPBS, respectively.
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Figure 2-5. Time-lapse images of uni-directional spreading of a liquid droplet.

a, Side view and b, top view of a 1 pL droplet of DI water with 0.002% by volume of

surfactant spreading on a surface with pillar diameters of 500 nm, spacings of 3.5 pm, and

heights of 10 pm (with a height-to-spacing ratio of 2.87, H/l=2.87) deflected at 120 shown in

Fig. 2-2. The initial location of the droplet contact line in the -X direction is indicated by the

dotted lines, where the contact line stays pinned throughout the spreading process. A liquid

film propagates ahead of the macroscopic droplet as highlighted by the arrow in b.
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Figure 2-6. Experimental results and the theoretical curves predicting uni-directional liquid

spreading. The fabricated asymmetric pillars have diameters ranging from 500 nm to 750 nm,

spacings of 3.5 pm, and heights of 10 pm. The squares (0), circles (o), triangles (A), and

crosses (x) show experimental results of uni-directional, bi-directional, nearly uni-

directional, and no liquid propagation, respectively. The colors of those symbols indicate the

different liquids used in the experiments. The theoretical curves based on the proposed model

are shown for 6 eq = 0er with varying deflection angles, (p, for H/i= 2.87. The black solid and

dotted curves correspond to the critical contact angles, 0 er,+x and 0 erx. The white dotted line

represents the condition for imbibition where Oq = 650, obtained by experiments. The center

region (blue) bound by 0 erx and 6q = 650 represents the parameter space that leads to uni-

directional liquid spreading. Inset: Schematics explaining the geometries for the proposed

model to determine the critical angle, 0er, in the -X (left) and +X (right) directions.
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Figure 2-7. Experimental results and the theoretical curves predicting uni-directional liquid
spreading for H/i= 1.71. The fabricated asymmetric pillars have diameters ranging from

500 nm to 750 nm, spacings of 3.5 p~m, and heights of 6 pim. DI water was tested on

nanopillar arrays with deflection angles of 20, 4.5 6.30, and 7.5 on the polymer,

p(NIPAAm-co-DEGDVE), coated surfaces. The intrinsic contact angle with DI water on

the surfaces is 540. The squares (Li), circles (o), and triangles (A) show experimental

results of uni-directional, bi-directional, and nearly uni-directional liquid propagation,

respectively. The center region bound by 6cr,x and 0e,4= 560, obtained by experiments,
represents the parameter space that leads to uni-directional liquid spreading. For this

different H/i ratio=1 .71, the model and experiments also show excellent agreement.
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2.4 Geometrical Model

A simple two-dimensional model (along the X and Z axes) was developed to explain the
behavior of the liquid film in the experiments. The fabricated asymmetric pillars were simplified
as slanted rectangles, which is the projection of a cylinder in 2D, shown in the Fig. 2-6 inset.
The model assumes that the liquid film propagates only if the contact line is able to reach the
next row of pillars. In this case, the local contact angle of the liquid which is the intrinsic contact
angle, Oeq, according to Young's Equation [72, 79] must be equal to or smaller than a critical
angle defined as Oc, shown in the Fig. 2-6 inset. Since the film propagates at the height of the
pillars, then er = tan' (Hef/leff), where Hff and leff are the effective height of the pillars and
spacing between pillars, respectively. Therefore, the critical angle in the +X direction is given by

cr,+x = tan (HI)cosy (1)
1 -(H /1) sin gp

where H and / are the actual height and spacing between the pillars, respectively, and (P is the
pillar deflection angle. Similarly, for the case of liquid film propagation in the -X direction, the
critical angle is given by

Ocrx tan-' (H/l)cosp (2)
1+(H /l)sin p

If Or > Oeq, then the liquid film propagates within the nanopillars, otherwise, the liquid film pins.
Equivalently, this criterion for liquid film propagation can be obtained because Oeq is the lowest
energy state from Young's Equation and the contact angle of the liquid cannot be smaller than
Oeq during the propagation process.

The model is overlayed with the experimental results for the case 0 er = Oeq in Fig. 2-6 on
asymmetric nanopillars where the H/ ratio is 2.87 (see Fig. 2-7 for the results in the case of a H/i
ratio of 1.71). The curves, er, x and 0 erx, separate the domains of control parameters, Oeq and p,
where the liquid film propagates and pins in the +X and -X directions based on the model. In
addition, the condition for imbibition needs to be satisfied for the liquid to spread on the
surface". Using theory, the imbibition contact angle for pillar diameters of 500 to 750 nm ranges
from 600 to 66.5'. However, due to the roughness on the sides and the variations in diameters of
the fabricated pillars, we found through experiments that the imbibition contact angle is
approximately 65' for all of the surfaces. As a result, the region in the center bound by 0 er,x and
Oeq= 650 represents the parameter space of Oeq and p that leads to uni-directional liquid film
propagation. Despite the simplifications in the proposed model, the experiments and model show
excellent agreement. The spreading phenomenon is in fact three-dimensional and involves
complex menisci shapes, but the criterion for spreading is determined by whether the contact line
can reach the next row of pillars, which is well captured by the 2-D model. In addition, for these
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fabricated geometries, the liquid equilibrates along the Y-axis faster than along the X-axis.

Therefore, liquid propagation occurs primarily along the X-axis, and the proposed 2-D model

can well-predict uni-directional spreading. Close to the lower boundary of the domains, however,

the liquid is nearly pinned, which is most likely due to the defects in the nanostructures created

during the fabrication process, and hence, allows the liquid contact line to reach the next row of

pillars.

2.5 Conclusion

We demonstrate the manipulation of liquid spreading using asymmetric nanostructured

surfaces. Asymmetric nanopillar arrays were fabricated with diameters of 500 to 750 nm and

deflection angles of 3 to 52 degrees using deep reactive ion etching and angled metal deposition

process on silicon. Droplets can achieve uni-directional, nearly uni-directional, and bi-directional

spreading behaviors on asymmetric nanostructured surfaces with different deflection angles. A

theory based on an energy argument is also developed to predict the spreading behaviors and

shows excellent agreement with experimental results. The work offers insights into the design of

asymmetric nanostructures and exciting opportunities to achieve uni-directional liquid spreading.

In the future, tunable nanostructures or asymmetric nanostructures with externally applied fields

can be used for real-time control of spreading behavior. Most importantly, the work that

manipulation liquid spreading with structured surfaces is promising, which potentially can be

used to manipulate vapor bubble dynamics.
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Chapter 3 Structured Surfaces for Enhanced Pool Boiling

Heat Transfer

3.1 Introduction

Thermal management using two-phase cooling has received significant interest for high flux

applications including concentrated photovoltaics, GaN power amplifiers, and integrated circuits

due to the large latent heat associated with phase change [14, 15, 90, 91]. The critical heat flux

(CHF) represents the operational limit in a two-phase (boiling) heat transfer system marking the

point when a vapor film will begin to cover the heated surface, significantly reducing heat

transfer efficiency. Therefore, methods to extend CHF have been studied extensively owing to its

significant practical importance in high performance thermal management systems [26, 92, 93].

In pool boiling, CHF has traditionally been attributed to a surface-independent hydrodynamic

mechanism associated with the Helmholtz instability [21]. However, recent investigations have

highlighted the important effect of surface wettability on boiling heat transfer by demonstrating

significant enhancements in CHF using micro/nanostructured surfaces[60, 61, 63, 94, 95]. For

example, Chen et al. [60] showed more than 100% enhancement in CHF (~200 W/cm2) with

water as the working fluid by structuring the heat transfer surface with silicon and copper

nanowire arrays. Subsequently, Kim et al. [94] demonstrated a CHF of ~230 W/cm2 on a

hierarchical surface comprised of a silicon micropillar array covered with ZnO nanowires.

While past studies have focused on synthesizing small feature sizes to improve surface

wettability [60, 63, 94-96], the precise role of capillary-length-scale surface roughness on CHF is

poorly understood, particularly in the complete wetting regime where the apparent liquid contact

angle is zero and a range of CHF values have been reported [60, 63, 92, 94, 96]. In this paper, we

studied nucleate boiling on horizontally-oriented, well-defined microstructured surfaces to

systematically investigate the role of roughness-augmented wettability on CHF. To interpret our

experimental results, we used an analytical force balance model to predict CHF in the complete

wetting regime which shows good agreement with the experimental data in this work and from

the literature. Our study supports the view that roughness augments the capillary force pinning

the contact line of bubbles on the surface resulting in CHF enhancement.

3.2 Microstructured Surfaces

To investigate the effect of roughness-augmented wettability on CHF, we microfabricated

structured surfaces with roughness factors r, defined as the ratio of the true area in contact with

the liquid to the projected area, ranging from 1.79 to 5.94. Figure 3-1 shows scanning electron

micrographs (SEMs) of representative microstructures fabricated for this study. The micropillar

arrays were etched in undoped silicon using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). A 300 nm thick

thermal oxide layer was subsequently grown to enhance surface wettability and a 500 nm thick

copper layer was deposited on the back side of the samples to facilitate attachment by soldering
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to the experimental setup. The etched wafers were diced into samples measuring 2 x 2 cm, which

is large enough to be considered representative of an infinite plate [95, 97] and of comparable

size to high heat flux electronic components. Smooth oxidized samples were also prepared for

comparison. The heat transfer performance of the microstructured surfaces was measured using

an experimental boiling setup.

Figure 3-1. Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of the fabricated silicon microstructured

surfaces. The pillars have heights of (a) 10 pm and (b-f) 20 pm; center-to-center spacings of

(a, f) 15 pm, (b, d) 5 pm, and (c, e) 10 jim; and diameters of (b, c) 5 pm and (a, d-f) 10 jm.

3.3 Pool Boiling Experiments

The pool boiling setup (Fig. 3-2) consisted of an oxygen-free copper block and a tempered

glass chamber fixed at both ends by Ultem mounts. Five cartridge heaters were imbedded in the

copper block allowing for a maximum power of 1400 W (350 W/cm 2). The microstructured

surfaces were bonded to the copper block using solder paste (Delta 717D, Qualitek) to ensure

good attachment with minimal thermal resistance and the surface was maintained in a horizontal

orientation for all of the experiments. Five in-line K-type thermocouples (KMQSS-020,
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OMEGA) were inserted into the center axis of the copper block with the topmost thermocouple
located right beneath the sample. Note that the flux area of the copper block matched the
structured sample area. The heat flux was therefore determined based on the linear temperature
gradient of the middle three thermocouples using Fourier's law. The surface temperature was

determined from the temperature measured by the topmost thermocouple, the measured heat flux,
the measured thickness of the sample (600-670 im), and the thermal conductivity of silicon,
while the lowest thermocouple was used for reference only. A sheathed K-type thermocouple
(KQSS- 1 8U- 12, OMEGA) was positioned 2 cm above the mounted sample to monitor the pool
temperature. In the experiments, temperature was recorded with the thermocouple logger
(18200-75, Cole-Parmer). In all of the experiments, the steady state condition was determined

based on the criterion that the temperature change measured by the thermocouples in the copper

block was less than 0.5 K over 1 minute. This condition was typically satisfied within 5 - 8
minutes of changing the input power, which was done in steps ranging from 50 W to 100 W.

Based on this procedure, the difference between the assumed steady state temperature and the

asymptotic value using an exponential curve fit to the measured temperatures as a function of

time was less than 2%. To minimize losses, the chamber was wrapped in guard heaters and a

layer of dense fiber glass insulation allowing the pool to be maintained at saturation temperature

during the experiment. During the experiments, the chamber was vented to the atmosphere
through a coil reflux condenser (QC-6-4, Quarkglass) at the top of the setup. Chilled water was

circulated through the reflux condenser such that the vapor was condensed back to the pool.

+- Coil reflux
Thermocouple condenser

Insulation
material

Guard

Ultem heaters Glass
mounts chamber

Sample

PTFE
spacers

Thermocouples
Copper
block Cartridge

Insulatin heater

material

Figure 3-2. Schematic of the experimental pool boiling setup.
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The uncertainty of the measurements was estimated based on the variation of thermal
conductivity of copper with temperature, the resolution of the thermocouples, the accuracy of the
thermocouple logger, and the precision of the thermocouple location. The uncertainty of the
absolute temperature measurement of the thermocouple (KMQSS-020, OMEGA) was 1.1 K and
the resolution of the thermocouple logger was 0.7 K, such that the overall uncertainty of the
temperature measurement was 1.8 K. The variation in the thermal conductivity of copper with
temperature was estimated using a linear fit. The uncertainty of thermocouple location was
approximately 250 [tm. Therefore, the total uncertainty in the heat flux was less than 5.6% as
determined by the propagation of errors. For all tests, degassed, high purity water (Chromasolv
for HPLC, Sigma-Aldrich) was used to avoid premature bubble formation and minimize surface
contamination.

3.4 Experimental Results

The heat flux q" as a function of wall superheat A = T, - Tsat, where T,, is the heated surface
temperature and Tsa is the saturation temperature, for the smooth and microstructured SiO2

surfaces is shown in Fig. 3-3. The maximum uncertainty of the heat flux and temperature
measurements was -5.6% and 1.8 K, respectively. Details of the pillar geometries tested are
listed in Table I. Note that in the calculation of the roughness factor, the scalloped features on the
sidewall of micropillars were accounted for by multiplying the pillar height by a factor of n/2
[98]. Compared with the results on the smooth surface (Sm), the boiling curves showed a
significant enhancement in CHF on the structured surfaces (S1-S6). A CHF of
207.9 ± 9.9 W/cm 2, which is comparable to the highest CHF value reported in previous studies
on nanostructured surfaces [60, 63, 94, 95], was achieved with a AT= 39.3 ± 1.8 K on S6. The
results demonstrate the positive correlation between the CHF and surface roughness factor. In
addition, the two nearly identical boiling curves for the smooth surface (Sm) demonstrate the
consistency and accuracy of the measurements.

TABLE I: Geometric parameters of the micropillar arrays. The units of height, diameter and
(center-to-center) spacing are in microns. The roughness of contact line, r, and solid fraction, p,
are calculated by: r = 1 + 7Td h(7/2)/(d + s)2 and cp = (7rd 2/4)/(d + s) 2 , respectively.

Sample No. Height (h) Diameter (d) Spacing(s) r

S1 10 10 15 1.79 0.13

S2 20 10 15 2.58 0.13

S3 20 5 10 3.19 0.09

S4 20 10 10 3.47 0.20

S5 20 10 5 5.39 0.35

S6 . 20 5 5 5.94 0.20
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Figure 3-3. Boiling curves on the smooth (r = 1) and microstructured (r > 1) surfaces

detailed in Table I. The arrows indicate the CHF condition. The consistency and accuracy of

the measurements are demonstrated by the two nearly identical boiling curves for the smooth

surface. The boiling curves show a clear trend of increasing CHF with surface roughness

factors due to roughness-augmented capillary forces.

3.5 CHF Model

To understand and predict CHF on structured surfaces where the liquid wets the surface

completely, a model incorporating surface properties (i.e., surface roughness factor r) is

required. While a detailed understanding of the CHF mechanism is still lacking [99], it is clear

that surface wettability is a key factor dictating CHF [27, 30, 97, 99-102]. Recent works have

used the capillary pumping mechanism, which assumes that there is insufficient liquid supply to

balance the rate of evaporation, to predict CHF on structured surfaces [30, 60]. However, this

model over-predicted CHF values on our microstructured surfaces (17-120x greater than the

experimental results), which suggests another mechanism dominates CHF in this case.

Kandlikar presented a simplified force-based analysis for smooth surfaces assuming that there is

sufficient liquid supply at CHF. Momentum, buoyancy, and surface forces at the liquid/vapor

interface of an individual bubble were considered [26]. If the combination of surface and

buoyancy forces compensate the momentum force during the growth phase of the bubble, the

hot/dry area developed at the base of bubble during growth can rewet upon departure.

Otherwise, the hot/dry area will expand irreversibly leading to the CHF condition [99, 102].

However, in recent studies the data comparing the predictions of the Kandlikar model to the CHF
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behavior on structured surfaces was typically presented as a function of apparent contact angle /,
which leads to crowding when P -- 0 [63, 94]. This result is attributed to the fact that the model
couples bubble geometry and the surface force through the macroscopic contact angle [26].
Thus, on superhydrophilic surfaces the model cannot account for a wide variety of structured
surfaces that display no apparent contact angle, i.e., p = 0 [60, 63, 94]. To address this issue, we
modified the force-balance-based model to predict CHF on superhydrophilic surfaces (p = 0). In
this regime, the microlayer (which includes the structures) underneath the bubble dries out such
that a "Wenzel" bubble [4] is formed at CHF [99]. Figure 3-4 shows the horizontal components
(x-axis) of forces acting on the "Wenzel" bubble [4], where a vapor film appears underneath the
bubble on structured surfaces. At low heat fluxes, the vapor bubble would depart at a certain size
if the surface forces and buoyancy force can overcome the force due to the momentum change,
which allows the liquid to wick inside the structures. At high heat fluxes, however, the surface
forces and the buoyancy force can no longer maintain the balance against the momentum force
due to rapid evaporation and, as a result, the vapor expands horizontally covering the whole
surface leading to the CHF condition.

FFiD

.. Fsm

Figure 3-4: Schematic diagram of forces acting on the vapor bubble on a structured surface
adapted from Kandlikar [26]. At CHF, the vapor film forms within microstructures beneath the
bubble, i.e., "Wenzel" bubble. Here Fm represents the force due to momentum change while FG

represents the buoyancy force, and Fs,1 and Fs,2 are surface forces. pl is the apparent liquid

receding angle on the structured surface, H, is the height of the bubble and Db is the diameter of

the bubble.

When we consider half of the bubble and the forces acting on it in the direction parallel to the
surface, for a unit length in the direction normal to the plane of Fig. 3-4 (y-axis), the surface

force Fs,1 is given by
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Fs,1 = 07o, (1)

where oi, is surface tension. On structured surfaces, the surface force, Fs,2 , at the bottom of the

bubble is amplified due to a longer effective contact line length, which is the unit length

multiplied by the surface roughness factor, r

Ps= civ x r cos 0 rec, (2)

where r is surface roughness, and 0rec is intrinsic receding contact angle of liquid.

The momentum force is the result of evaporation at the interface. Here, the interface is

characterized as a plane with bubble height, H, and a unit width normal to plane (y-axis) and the

evaporation rate is considered to be uniformly distributed across the interface. The force due to

momentum change, Fm, is given by the product of the evaporation mass flow rate and the vapor

velocity relative to the interface,

q7"Hgl q 1' 1 qL)H21 (3)
Fm --- = - -Hb,hf g hffJ (\hf g

where q" is the heat flux due to evaporation per unit area at interface, hg is the latent heat, and

Pg is the vapor density. The bubble height is related to the bubble departure diameter Db as

Hb = (1 + cos ),(4)
2

where f# is apparent liquid receding angle as shown in Fig. 3-4. The heat flux on the surface can

be obtained by approximating the interface as a half cylinder with diameter Dave and height Have.
Here Dave corresponds to the average diameter as the bubble grows and is taken as Dave = Db/ 2

as a first approximation such that Have = (Dave / 2 )(1 + cos fl). In addition, during the bubble

growth, heat is removed from the surface within the influence area, which is considered as a

circle with diameter of L. Therefore, the heat flux on the surface is given by

q"(Dave /2)(1 + cos #) ( / _2 D 2

q"f = - (1 + cosf#) -- qj (5)
(7r/4)L2 2 L

The buoyancy force, FG, in the direction parallel to the surface (z-axis), as a result of the

distributed hydraulic pressure shown in Fig. 3-4, is obtained by

1
FG = -q(p, - pg)Hb x H, x 1 x cos V, (6)

where 4) is the inclined angle of heated surface and pi is the liquid density. CHF occurs when Fm

is greater than the sum of Fs,1 , Fs,2 , and FG. Therefore, at CHF, the force balance yields
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FM = FS,1 + Fs,2 + FG -(

Substituting Eqs. (1), (2), (3), (4) and (6) into (7), replacing q" with q"
assuming rcos 0 rec = a, the heat flux at CHF, q" = q", is obtained as

q11= hfp1 2 +(1 +cos #)i1 2(1 + a) D, s Db 5
q" = hp 4 L (1 + cos fl) L4  4L

We can scale the diameters Db and L by the capillary length, A,

using Eq. (5) and

+ cos fl) cos

C = [ g0p 1 - 1/2
-g(pi - p9)1

which gives

Db =CAc,

L =C2c

Then, the heat flux in Eq. 8 becomes

f (1+cos#) C13 2(1+a) C1 1q"=hPp 4 J[C24(1+cos#) C244( o s

x[ag (pi - p)]14 .

Following the set of assumptions made by Kandikar [26], where Db is half the wavelength of the
Taylor instability (C1 = rT) and L is 2 Db (C2 = 2r), Eq. 12 becomes

q" = K x hgp 1/2[lg(p _ 1/4,

with

K + (1+cosfl) [2 (1+a) r c]1/2

(1+ cos#) +4(+ICos#)Cos

Recent studies have verified that at CHF in pool boiling bubble departure diameters are less than
1 mm [99, 103]. However, the wavelength of the Taylor instability is ~16 mm for water at a
saturation temperature of 100 'C, which leads to Db of ~8 mm based on the half wavelength
assumption. In addition, the assumption that the diameter of the influence area L is 2 Db is based
on work studying the area where superheated liquid is carried away by a departed bubble [104].
It is not clear whether the surface area where heat enters into a vapor bubble during phase change
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can be seen as the area affected when the bubble departs. Despite the utilization of these

estimated parameters, the agreement between experimental data and the model proposed

suggests a plausible framework to explain the effect of roughness-augmented capillary forces on

CHF. However, the most important argument for this new model (Eq. 13) is that the surface force

per unit length maintaining the position of the contact line is amplified due to a longer effective

contact line length, which can be estimated, assuming a bubble size larger than the underlying

roughness length scale, as the unit length multiplied by the surface roughness factor. Also note

that when a < 1, Eq. 13 simplifies to Kandlikar's model. In this form, the surface force is no

longer coupled with the bubble geometry such that Eq. 13 is well-defined in the complete

wetting regime where cos f = 1, but a >1.

To demonstrate the applicability of Eq. 13, the predicted CHF as a function of a was overlaid

with data from our experiments and previous studies [60, 63, 94] in Fig. 3-5. Also plotted for

comparison is the CHF predicted by the classical Kutateladze-Zuber (K-Z) model [21, 22]
(hydrodynamic instability mechanism) using an empirical factor of K = 0.18 in Eq. 2 [105]. The

r values for Chen et al. [60], Kim et al. [94] and Ahn et al. [63] were estimated based on the

reported geometrical parameters and SEMs. These values may be inaccurate due to the fact that

the surface roughness factor was, either, not explicitly reported or the calculation method was not

detailed. In addition, contact angles reported in the literature are typically equilibrium values

(Oeq) measured at room temperature [60, 63, 94, 95]. Since the surface wettability is a key
parameter in determining CHF, the dependence of contact angle and surface tension on

temperature should be accounted for [26, 27, 99]. Therefore, to compare the data with our CHF

model, estimations for contact angles at the saturation temperature, Tsat = 100 C, were made.

The dependence of contact angle and surface tension on temperature has not been consistently

addressed in the context of pool boiling [26]. In order to better characterize the roughness-

augmented wettability, we estimated the contact angle at the saturation temperature. Here, we

estimated the variation of cos 6 with temperature from the Young-Dupre equation [106],

cos 0 (T) = W1s/a, (T) - 1, (14)

where al,(T) is the temperature-dependant liquid-vapor surface tension [107] and WLs, the work

of adhesion between the liquid and solid, was estimated as

W, 2 ofcof(T) (15)

where us, is the solid-vapor surface tension and the superscript, d, represents the dispersive

component of surface tension. This form implies that dispersive forces dominate the wetting

behavior and neglects both polar and hydrogen-bonding interactions between the liquid and

solid. For non-polar interactions, such as in water/hydrocarbon systems, Eq. 15 has been shown

to be quite accurate [106]. In the case of water/oxide interfaces, this approximation is not strictly

true due to the presence of OH groups on the surface. However, under typical experimental
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conditions, contamination is always present on the surface due to the adsorption of atmospheric
hydrocarbon species to the OH groups [108]. Therefore we make the simplifying assumption that
the hydroxides are shielded from the water molecules. The dispersive component of the surface
energy of water has been estimated as a, = 20± 2 mJ/m 2 at T= 293 K [109]. However, the
refractive index of water demonstrates a non-negligible variation with temperature. Accordingly,
the dispersive component of water was determined from the following approximation

crdv(T) = A4(T(16)
24rDO

where D, (= 0.165 nm) is a representative cut-off distance for the interaction [106]. The
Hamaker constant A can be estimated from Lifshitz theory for nonretarded van der Waals
interactions as

3 U E(T) -1 2 3hv (n(T) 2 - 1)2 (17)
A(T) = -kT + (17)

4 (E(T) + 1 162 (n(T) 2 - 1 3 / 2

where k and h are Boltzmann and Planck constant, respectively, v (~3 x 1015 1/s) is the primary
electronic adsorption frequency, E(T) is the temperature-dependent dielectric constant [107], and
n(T) is the temperature-dependent refractive index [110]. At Ta (= 293 K), Eq. 16 predicts

d = 18.2 mJ/m 2, which compares well with the value determined from detailed
calculations[108]. Furthermore, o-,d should be only a weak function of temperature, varying by
less than 1% over the investigated range from ambient to saturated boiling conditions as
indicated by a calculation of the Hamaker constant [106]. The solid/vapor dispersive component
q, is then estimated by fitting Eq. 14 using the measured value of 0 at ambient conditions. In
neglecting non-dispersive interactions between the solid and liquid, we expect that our fitting
procedure may over-predict the magnitude of the cos 6 increase with increasing temperature.

For our thermally-grown SiO2 sample, goniometer measurements on a smooth surfaces
demonstrated a value of 0rec =25.4' ± 2.3' at Ta, where 0rec is the liquid receding angle. This
value of the contact angle is indicative of adsorbed hydrocarbon species, since a clean SiO 2

surface will be completely wetted by water [108, 111]. After performing the boiling experiment,
the contact angle was found to vary between the value measured before experiment and
Brec = 32.30 ± 0.40. This degradation in wettability was attributed to possible organic acid
adsorption during the soldering process. As such, this post-boiling value of 0 rec was assumed to
be indicative of the surface conditions at CHF and was used to extrapolate the surface conditions
during boiling. For the extreme value of contact angle, fitting to Eq. 14 suggests
o-v = 129.6 mJ/m 2, resulting in the estimated 0rec(T) behavior shown in Fig. 3-6.The
calculations predict a decreasing contact angle with increasing temperature until reaching
complete wetting at T~ 330 K. A similar fitting procedure was used for the other measured
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values of the contact angle, as well as for the nominal room temperature contact angle values
reported in the literature for comparison to the predictions of Eq. 13 at Tsa = 373 K.
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Figure 3-5. CHF as function of a (= r cos 0rec). The proposed model (solid line) is

compared to the K-Z model with a factor of K = 0.18 (dashed line). The symbols show the

CHF data from (9) our experiments, (Y) Chen et al. [60], (A) Kim et al. [94], and () Ahn

et al. [63], as a function of the estimated a values. The inset shows data from Kim et al. with

an estimated a -55.
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Figure 3-6: Variation in the receding contact angle as a function of temperature estimated from

Eq. 14 assuming temperature-independent dispersive solid/vapor interactions. The temperature

coefficient is approximately -0.55 '/K.

In Fig. 3-5, the symbols represent the literature data based on our estimates of contact angle

at the saturation temperature, while the data based on reported contact angle values are shown in

the Supplementary Materials. The difference in a between data from the literature and our

estimates [112] demonstrates the potential significance of temperature-dependant liquid contact

angle on the amplified surface force (Eq. 2). The error bars for our data along the a-axis are

based on the uncertainty in the contact angle measurement at room temperature, while the error

bars on a for the literature data are due to fact that only 6 ,q is reported rather than 0 rec [60, 63,

94]. For these cases, a was estimated using 6 eq/ 2 (i.e., average between 6eq and 0) where the

error in 0rec ranged from 0 ,q to 0. The error bars for CHF from Ahn et al. [63] were not reported,

and are therefore not shown in Fig. 3-5. Note that the estimated a values for the data of Kim et

al. [94] in the complete wetting regime are shown in the inset of Fig. 3-5 because of the very

large estimated a values (a ~ 55) due to the large reported surface roughness factor for their

nanostructures (r ~ 50) and the approximate nature of our temperature-dependent contact angle

analysis.

While the value of a has been approximated and simplifications in the extended model exist,
the good agreement between the data and model, which does not contain any fitting parameters,
suggests that the key physics of the CHF mechanism on these structured surfaces are accounted

for. Most importantly, the trend of a small increase in CHF with increasing surface roughness

factor, relative to the regime where a < 1, is well-captured by the extended model. In addition,
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the sudden slope reduction predicted by the extended model at a = 1 can explain how the K-Z

model remains well-correlated to CHF behavior on a range of typical engineering surfaces

studied in the past where a < 1.5 (i.e., native metal oxide). The reduction in slope of our model

for a > 1 suggests that a large increase in surface roughness factor is required to further enhance

CHF, which offers significant fabrication challenges. One potential solution, as demonstrated by
Kim et al. [94], is the use of hierarchical structures comprised of multiple roughness length

scales. Following the logic suggested by Eq. 2, the effective roughness of a hierarchical surface

is estimated as the product of the roughness factors of each length scale (i.e., reff - H1[N,
where rN is the roughness of each distinct length scale).

3.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, the effect of roughness-augmented wettability on CHF was investigated

systemically with well-defined microstructured surfaces. An enhancement in CHF of~160% was

demonstrated on the roughest surface tested. A simple force-balance-based model for CHF in the

complete wetting regime was developed to explain the experimentally obtained values. The

excellent agreement between the extended model and experimental observation indicates that the

roughness-amplified surface force plays the defining role in CHF enhancement on structured

surfaces. The issues of contact angle variation with temperature were also addressed and should

be considered in future studies given the nature of the CHF mechanism presented here. This

study shows new insight of the role of structured surfaces in enhancing CHF and provides basic

design guidelines for new surface technologies with high heat removal capability for advanced

thermal management applications.
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Chapter 4 Hierarchical Surfaces for Critical Heat Flux Enhancement

4.1 Introduction

The large latent heat associated with the liquid-vapor phase transition makes two-phase

cooling an ideal approach to address challenges in high heat flux thermal management

applications [14, 15, 90, 91]. In a two-phase (boiling) heat transfer system, the critical heat flux

(CHF), where a vapor film will begin to cover the heated surface leading to a loss of contact

between the surface and liquid, represents the operational limit due to the significant reduction in

heat transfer efficiency. Therefore, methods to extend CHF have been studied extensively owing

to its significant practical importance in high performance thermal management systems [26, 92,

93]. In chapter 3, we utilized well-defined silicon micropillar arrays to demonstrate the role of

increasing surface roughness factor (i.e., r = total surface area/projected surface area) for CHF

enhancement on complete wetting surfaces, where the apparent contact angle is P = 0 [113]. The

developed CHF model, based on roughness-amplified capillary forces pinning the contact line of

vapor bubbles, showed good agreement with the experimental data for microstructured surfaces

with 1 r < 6, with further CHF enhancement predicted for higher values of r [113]. In this

work, we fabricated both silica and copper oxide (CuO)-based hierarchical surfaces with r = 3.6

- 13.3 to further increase CHF and validate the concept that introducing hierarchy produces a

multiplicative effect on contact line pinning forces. Accordingly, we demonstrated

q" ~ 250 W/cm 2 on the roughest sample tested, representing a ~200% increase in CHF compared

to smooth SiO2 reference surfaces. The obtained CHF values on the hierarchical surfaces were in

good agreement with the model prediction, which supports our physical view of the enhancement

phenomenon and the multiplicative effect of roughness at distinct length scales. This predictable

high heat removal capability using scalable fabrication techniques promises an exciting

opportunity for new surface designs for high flux thermal management.

4.2 Surface Roughness Factor and CHF

In chapter 3, the CHF condition was predicted based on a force balance between evaporating

vapor momentum, buoyancy, and surface forces acting on the liquid/vapor interface of an

individual bubble, leading to an expression in the following form [113]:

q = K x hfgpg [Uovg(p - pg)](4,

where

1 + cosfl 2(1 + ) 1/2
K=sl)+-(1+ cos#l)cosP,

O16 /sl1 + cos ) ' 4

a = r cos Orec is the amplified surface force term, Brec is the liquid receding angle on the
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corresponding smooth surface, o, is the liquid-vapor surface tension, and V) is the inclination
angle of the surface (i.e., b = 0 for a horizontal upward facing surface). In the superhydrophilic
wetting regime (#l = 00), Equation 1 predicts a proportional increase in CHF with the parameter
K, which, in turn, is proportional to the square root of the roughness factor r through a, i.e.,

Cq" oc fr_. Therefore, further enhancement in CHF should increase monotonically with increasing
roughness factor. Indeed, we have found that experimental pool boiling data on microstructured
surfaces with roughness factors r ranging from 1.8 to 6 follows this scaling, showing reasonable
quantitative agreement despite several simplifying assumptions made [113].

4.3 Hierarchical Surfaces

To achieve high roughness factors, we used two fabrication methods to realize hierarchical
surfaces with two distinct length scales. Silica-based, superhydrophilic, hierarchical surfaces
were fabricated following: (1) A 200 nm thick silicon dioxide (SiO 2) thin film was grown on a
silicon wafer. The features were then defined via contact lithography with a thin photoresist
(OCG-825, Fujifilm), and transferred onto the SiO 2 layer by plasma reactive ion etching (RIE).
An oxygen plasma was used to remove residual photoresist and the remaining oxide layer was
used as an etch protector. (2) The pillars were etched in silicon using deep reactive ion etching
(DRIE). The sample was subsequently placed in a buffered oxide etch (BOE) solution bath to
remove remaining SiO 2 layer. (3) A hybrid method consisting of electrostatic self-assembly [114]
and electrophoretic deposition (EPD) [115] was employed for coating polymers (polysodium 4-
styrenesulfonate, PSS; and Polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride, PDDA ) [114] and
hydrophilic nanoparticles [115], respectively. EPD is conducted in a 1.0 g/l silicon dioxide
nanoparticle suspension, in DI water at pH 8.5. Applied electric potentials were 30 V for 10 sec
and 30 sec. (4) Si microstructured coated with Si0 2 nanoparticles is heat-treated at 350 'C for 1
min on a hot plate yields mechanically and thermally robust surfaces. Melting temperatures of
PSS and PDDA are slightly higher than 400 'C so the polymers strongly bind the nanoparticles
after heat-treatment.

The copper oxide (CuO)-based hierarchical surfaces were fabricated following [116]: (1) A
seed layer of Ti/Cu/Ti was first deposited on a silicon (Si) substrate using E-beam evaporation
process. The bottom Ti layer (30 nm) was used as an adhesion layer while the Cu layer (350 nm)
served as the main seed layer and Ti layer (30 nm) protected the Cu layer from oxidation during
the subsequent steps. (2) A thick (80 tm) negative photoresist (KMPR, MICROCHEM) layer
was spin coated onto the substrate and patterned using contact lithography to form photoresist-
based molds for the electroplating. To ensure the electrolytes wet evenly in the photoresist molds
(holes), the molds were subjected to oxygen plasma for 2-10 min to enhance to wettability. (3)
The top layer of Ti was first removed with a diluted (1%) hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution. The
sample was dipped in a 2M hydrochloric acid (HCl) solution to strip the native oxide layer on the
Cu seed layer and then sonicated in the plating bath (Cu 6320, Technic Inc.) for ~30s to facilitate
wetting of the molds. During the plating process, we used very low current density (<7 mA/cm 2)
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to avoid void formation due to nonuniform current density distribution. After the plating, the

photoresist molds were stripped away by the photoresis remover (Remover PG, MICROCHEM).

(4) The electroplated Cu micropillar sample was immersed in an alkali solution (NaClO 2, NaOH,

Na3PO 4 - 12H 20, and deionized (DI) water) for 5 min to from the sharp needle-like CuO

nanostructures on the whole surfaces.

The two fabrication processes are shown schematically in Fig. 4-1, while scanning electron

micrographs (SEMs) representative of the realized hierarchical surfaces are shown in Fig. 4-2.

Finally, on all surfaces, a 1 pm thick layer of Cu was deposited on the back side of the silicon

substrates to facilitate solder attachment of the samples to the test setup, as shown in previous

chapter (Fig. 3-2). Upon dicing, the samples had a projected surface area of 2 x 2 cm, which is

large enough to be considered representative of an infinite plate [95, 97] and is of comparable

size to typical high heat flux electronic components. The heat transfer performance of the

hierarchical surfaces was measured using an experimental pool boiling setup (Fig. 3-2) [113]. All

tests were performed using degassed, high purity water (Chromasolv for HPLC, Sigma-Aldrich)

to avoid premature bubble formation and minimize surface contamination.
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Figure 4-1. Fabrication processes of.(a) silica and (b) CuO-based hierarchical surfaces. EPD-
coated silica hierarchical surfaces were fabricated as follows: (1) A photoresist (PR) layer was

patterned using photolithography as the etch mask. (2) Si micropillars were made using DRIE.

(3) Several layers of polymers (PSS/PDDA) are electrostatically self-assembled on the

microstructured surfaces and then 14 nm Si0 2 nanoparticles were deposited with electrophoretic

deposition (EPD). (4) The surface is heat-treated at 350 'C to enhace thermal and mechanical

durability. CuO hierarchical surfaces were fabricated as follows: (1) Ti/Cu/Ti layers were

deposited on a silicon substrate. (2) A thick (~70 tm) PR mold was patterned using

photolithography. (3) The top Ti layer was removed to expose the Cu layer and then Cu

micropillars were electroplated. (4) After removing the PR, Cu micropillars were oxidized in an

alkali solution composed of NaClO 2, NaOH, Na3PO 4 12H 20 to form CuO nanostructures.
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Figure 4-2. Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of the representative, fabricated silica and
CuO-based hierarchical surfaces. a, EPD-coated silica micropillar array and b, CuO
micropillar array. c, magnified view of the silica-based micropillar and EPD-coated SiO 2

nanoparticles (inset). d, magnified view of the CuO micropillar and CuO nanostructures
formed on the surfaces (inset).

4.4 Surface Characterization

To estimate the surface roughness factors r of the EPD-coated silica and CuO surfaces, we
first characterized the roughness factors of the nanoscale structure component, r. Detailed
surface mophology data of EPD-coated silica and CuO surfaces were obtained by an atomic

force microscopy (AFM) on 1 x1 ptm 2 and 5 x5 ptm 2 projected area, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 4-3. We used different projected area for two surfaces due to the larger feature size of CuO
nanostructures than silica nanoparticles. The roughness factor of the nanoscale structure
component, rn, was calculated as the ratio of the total surface area obtained to the projected area.
An average surface roughness factor was obtained with three measurements at different locations.
Surface roughness factors (rn) and the surface rouhgness (RMS) measure by AFM are shown in
Table II for the samples with 10 sec and 30 sec EPD coating and CuO. On EPD-coated silica
surfaces, root mean squared (RMS) surface roughness increases with increasing deposition time,
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but the surface roughness factor decreases at the deposition time of 30 sec. This decrease is due
to the disseapearance of asymetric nano-scale structures. In the previous research [115] the
mechansims governing nano-sclae and micro-scale structures in EPD was illuminated. The nano-
scaled silica nanoparticle features, as shown in Fig. 4-3 a, b, continue to enlarge until micro-
scaled features begin to grow, as shown in Fig. 4-3c, d . Therefore, the surface area is reduced
after a specific deposition time even though surface roughness is enhanced. The r, of CuO
measured by AFM is ~1.74 which is, however, to small when we compared with the SEM
images of CuO. The large error in AFM measurement on CuO surface is attributed to the
complicated feature of CuO nanostructures where the AFM tip cannot skims all the surfaces
(Fig. 4-3e, f).

Figure 4-4 shows the SEMs of the cross section of EPD-coated silica (a, b) and CuO hierarchical
surfaces (c) using focused ion beam (FIB). The silica nanostructures formed by 30 sec of EPD
coating (Fig. 4-4b) has lots of voids while the structures for 10 sec coating shows a more
compact layer of silica nanoparticles on the microstructured surfaces (Fig. 4-4a). To correctly
estimate the roughness factor of the nanoscale structure component rn, the surface area of voids
in Fig. 4-4b was calculated using image processing software (ImageJ). The total surface area on
the 30 sec, EPD-coated surface is rough twice as large as the surface area measure by AFM. The
final surface roughness factors at nanoscale r, are listed in Table II.

However, the r, of CuO cannot be simply extracted from the cross section image (Fig. 4-4c)
because of the deposited byproduct of ablation on the surface during FIB (i.e., the lump on the
top of CuO nanostructures in Fig. 4-4c). Therefore, we tried to estimate the surface roughness
using Wenzel contact angle measurement [117]. The advancing angle of formamide droplets
(Molecular biology grade, Sigma) on an Au/thiol-functionalized smooth surface was found to be
6a = 95.3'± 1.4 (0r = 90.2'± 2.1 ), while the advancing Wenzel angle on the Au/thiol-

functionalized CuO nanostructured surface was found to be 0aw = 160.60 ± 3.20 (Orw = 145.9±

2'). The Wenzel state was inferred through observation of significant contact angle hysteresis,
AB ~ 15 0, in comparison to the Cassie behavior. Using the Wenzel equation, the roughness factor
was calculated to be r, = 10.2 ± 2.8. Note that the r, based on the contact angle measure only
shows the upper bound of the rn, which may not reflect the true contact condition where vapor
bubble is in contact with the surface.

In order to estimate r, properly, an indirect approach was taken: we extracted the r, of the
CuO nanostructures from CHF data obtained on a nanostructured CuO surface using our CHF
model (Eq. 1). We note that the CuO nanostructures on both the smooth and microstructured Cu
surfaces were formed using the same oxidation conditions. The total roughness factors, r, were
then calculated as the product of r, and roughness factor of the micropillars r (i.e., r = rn x rm).

Both hierarchical surface types demonstrated superhydrophilic behavior at room temperature due
to the large roughness factors obtained, r > 6, and the high surface energy of SiO2 and CuO.
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Figure 4-3. Surface molphologies of EPD-coated silica and CuO obtained from atomic force

microscopy (AFM) measurements on 1 x 1 tm2 (a-d) and 5 x 5 ptm 2 (e, f) projected area. The

surface features for 10 sec and 30 sec EPD coating are shown in (a, b) and (c, d), respectivley

and for CuO is shown in (e, f). The two-deimensional images are (a, c, e), and the three-

dimentional images are (b, d, f). Scale bares correspond to the local height of the surface. Nano-

scale features composed of silica nanoparticles are observed on the substrate modified by 10 sec

of EPD (a, b). However, the number of nano-scale features decreases at the deposition time of 30

sec and micro-scale structures are observed in (c, d). The AFM images does not reflect the real

surface molphology of CuO surfaces due to the complexity of the structures (e, f).
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Table II. Surface roughness factor r,, RMS surface roughness and coating thickness of the
surfaces coated with silica nanoparticles (14 nm) and CuO. Two EPD surfaces were prepared
with two different deposition times (10 sec and 30 sec). The surface roughness factor, by
definition, is the ratio of the total surface area to the projected surface area.

Surfaces EPD-10 sec EPD-30 sec CuO

rn, measured by AFM 1.9 1.8 1.7
rn, estimated by AFM and 1.9 3.7 ??

cross section image
RMS (nm), measured by AFM 36 47 241

Coating thickness (nm) ~150 -450 -1000

Figure 4-4. SEMs of the cross section of EPD-coated silica (a, b) and CuO hierarchical
surfaces (c) using FIB. The thickness of EPD-coated silica layers for 10 sec and 30 sec are
- 150 nm and -450 nm, respectively, while the thickness of CuO layer is -1 pm. The thicker
silica layer in b increases the thermal resistance significantly, which decreases the heat transfer
coefficient.

We also estimated the thickness of the nanostructure layer using FIB the images (Fig. 4-4).
The thickness of EPD-coated silica layers for 10 sec and 30 sec are ~150 nm and -450 nm,
respectively, while the thickness of CuO layer is ~1 pm. The significant increase in the thickness
of silica layer imposes higher thermal resistance on the surfaces and decreases the heat transfer.

4.5 Experimental Results

Figure 4-5 shows the heat flux q" as a function of wall superheat A = T, - Tsat, where T, is
the heated surface temperature and Tsa, is the saturation temperature (i.e., boiling curve) for the
Si/silica- and Cu/CuO-based hierarchical surfaces. Reference boiling curves obtained for smooth

Si0 2 surfaces are also shown in Fig. 4-5 for comparison. Details of the tested surface geometries
are listed in Table II. The maximum uncertainty of the heat flux and temperature measurements
was calculated to be -5.6% and +1.8 K, respectively [118]. While a CHF of -83 W/cm2 was
obtained on the smooth Si0 2 (Sm) surfaces, CHF values of 236 W/cm 2 and 249.2 W/cm2 were

demonstrated on the best performing Si/silica (EPD-Hier3) and Cu/CuO-based (CuO-Hier3)
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hierarchical surfaces, respectively. The significant enhancement in CHF on the hierarchical

surfaces (up to 200%) is attributed to the high surface roughness factor, which provides a large

surface force to balance the momentum force due to evaporation [113]. In addition, the sudden

reduction in superheat AT along the boiling curve of hierarchical surfaces (i.e., "kickback") is

indicative of nucleation sites within nanostructures becoming active [119]. The high roughness

factor of nanostructured surfaces on the sample EPD-Hier3 results from the thick deposited silica

layer which, however, leads to the high thermal resistance. While similar characteristics are

shown in all the other boiling curves of the hierarchical surfaces, the boiling curve of the sample

EPD-Hier3 demonstrates a low slope and the high superheat (AT;~ 68 C) due to the thick SiO 2

nanoparticle layer.

TABLE II: Geometric parameters of the hierarchical surfaces. The units of height, diameter and

(center-to-center) spacing for micropillars are in microns. The roughness factor of contact line,
r, the products of roughness ratios at micro and nanoscales, i.e., r = rm X rn.

Sample No. Height (h) Diameter (d) Spacing(s) rm n r

Sm n/a n/a n/a 1.0 1.0 1.0

EPD-Hierl 20 10 15 2.01 1.9 3.8

EPD-Hier2 20 10 5 3.79 1.9 7.2

EPD-Hier3 20 5 10 2.40 3.7 8.9

CuO n/a n/a n/a 1.0 4.8* 4.8

CuO-Hierl 35 30 30 1.91 4.8* 9.2

CuO-Hier2 61 30 30 2.59 4.8* 12.4

CuO-Hier3 68 35 30 2.78 4.8* 13.3

*Approximation based on the CHF model and experimental CHF values on CuO nanostructured

surfaces
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Figure 4-5. Boiling curves on the smooth (r = 1) and hierarchical (r > 1) surfaces detailed in
Table II. The arrows indicate the CHF condition. The consistency and accuracy of the
measurements are demonstrated by the two nearly identical boiling curves for the smooth
surface. The boiling curves show a clear trend of increasing CHF with surface roughness due
to roughness-augmented capillary forces.

In Fig. 4-6, the predicted CHF as a function of a (Eq. 1) is overlaid with data from our

experiments for the hierarchical surfaces (in red) and previously tested microstructured
surfaces[ 113] (in blue). The dash line represents the CHF predicted by the classical Kutateladze-
Zuber (K-Z) model [21, 22] (hydrodynamic instability mechanism) using an empirical factor of
K = 0.18 in Eq. 1 [105] plotted for comparison. The good agreement between the data and model,

which does not contain-any fitting parameters, for a ranging from 1 to ~14 demonstrates the

validity of the model for the structured surfaces in complete wetting regime. The trend increasing
CHF with increasing surface roughness is well-captured by the model which suggests that the

key physics of the CHF mechanism on these structured surfaces are accounted for. While the
value of r, on CuO surfaces was approximated based on the CHF model and experimental data
of CuO nanostructured surfaces, the agreement between the CHF on CuO hierarchical surfaces
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(CuO-Hierl -3) and model prediction suggests that the effective surface roughness pinning the
vapor bubble is -4.8 on our CuO nanostructured surfaces.
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Figure 4-6. CHF as function of a (= r cos 0rec). The proposed model (solid line) is

compared to the K-Z model with a factor of K = 0.18 (dashed line). The symbols show the

CHF data for (@) microstructured surfaces (see Ref. 8), and (A) EPD-coated SiO 2 and (7)
CuO hierarchical surfaces, as a function of the estimated a values.

4.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we fabricated hierarchically-structured surfaces using electrophoretic

deposition on microstructuring silicon, and electroplated and oxidized copper with roughness

factor, r of 3.6 - 13.3 to investigate the CHF conditions on high roughness factor surfaces in pool

boiling. The excellent agreement between the CHF model and experimental observations on the

hierarchical surfaces indicates that the roughness-amplified surface force plays the defining role

in CHF enhancement on structured surfaces with roughness factor r ranging from 1 to ~14. CHF
of 249.2 W/cm 2 (i.e., a ~200% CHF enhancement compared to smooth SiO 2 surfaces), achieved

on CuO-based hierarchical surfaces, demonstrates high heat removal capability. This scalable

fabrication process by electroplating copper micropillars and simple chemical oxidation process

promises an exciting opportunity for a new method to achieve high performance boiling heat

transfer.
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Chapter 5 Two-Phase Microchannel Heat Sinks

5.1 Introduction

The increasing power consumption within the confined size of modem integrated circuits

(ICs) has made thermal management the bottleneck for further development and progress of the

electronics industry [15, 91]. For example, John Thome, in a 2006 editorial, suggested that ICs

may require over 300 W/cm 2 of power removal in the next few years[14]. In addition, the

thermal management demands of specialty applications such as concentrated photovoltaics,

power electronics, and laser diode can be over 1000 W/cm 2 [18, 19, 90]; and the need for thermal

management schemes capable of dissipating such high heat fluxes at uniform temperature

environments and with low temperature rises has been well-recognized. Two-phase

microchannel heat sinks, where the latent heat of vaporization offers an efficient method to

dissipate large heat fluxes in a compact device and the large surface to volume ratio provides

lower thermal resistance than its macroscale counterpart [36-38], has been considered as a

promising solution to address the challenge in high-flux heat dissipation and uniformly

temperature control for various electronic devices. However, at length scales where surface

tension dominates the shape of an interface (i.e., much lower than the capillary length), the rapid

expansion of vapor bubble occupies the space of microchannel before it can depart from the

heating surface, leading to large pressure fluctuations in the flow channels [42-46] (i.e.,
instability) and dry out during boiling which, severely limits the heat removal efficiency of two-

phase microchannel heat sinks. Therefore, recent studies have focused on using microstructures,
such as inlet restrictors [49], reentrant cavities [51, 52], and nanowire-coated surface [56]

integrated into the microchannel, to mitigate the flow instability and to enhance heat transfer.

While the previous studies attribute the reduction in instabilities due to pressure regulation [49,

50] and an increase in nucleation density [51, 54, 56, 57], the approach to manipulate bubble

dynamics using the surfaces has never been achieved. Meanwhile, the precise role of capillary-

length-scale surface structures on the flow instability is not well-understood. In this study, we

propose a design for a microchannel with well-defined microstructured surfaces to systematically

investigate the role of surface topology on flow instability and characterize the performance of

the microchannels with a custom closed loop test setup. The preliminary data shows that the

device is capable to dissipate heat fluxes of~508 W/cm2 with mass flux of 1530 kg/m2 s.

5.2 Microstructured Surfaces and Two-Phase Microchannel Heat Sinks

To investigate the effect of surface structure on flow instability, silicon micropillars with

heights of 25 ptm, diameters of 10 im and pitch of 25-45 ptm were integrated into microchannels

of 10 mm (length) x 500 ptm (width) x 500 ptm (height), as shown in Fig. 5-1. The fabrication

process is shown in Fig. 5-2, following: (1) Si micropillar array were created on Si substrate

using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). (2) A layer of 500 ptm Si was etched through using

DRIE to define the channel. The layer was then bonded onto the Si substrate with Si micropillars
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with fusion bonding. (3) A SiO 2 layer was grown on the surface of Si micropillars and

microchannel. A Pyrex glass with through holes made by laser drilling was bonded onto Si using

anodic bonding to create the microchannel. (4) Finally, a layer of 250 nm thick Platinum (Pt) was

deposited on the backside of the channel with E-beam evaporator and patterned by lift-off

technique to serve as heater (8 mm long x 250 pm wide) and temperature sensors. Figure 3

shows scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of cross section view of the microchannel with

representative microstructures fabricated for this study and the magnified view of

microstructured surfaces on the channel bottom is shown in the inset of Fig. 5-3. Detailed surface

geometries are listed in Table III. The microstructures with different geometries were designed

for testing various solid fraction (p, roughness factor r (i.e., r = total surface area/projected

surface area), and permeability [98, 120] y-2 effects on the vapor bubble dynamics in two-phase

flows. In addition, to correctly calculate the heat flux, q ", into the channel by the integrated

heater on the backside, we simulated the heat flux distribution using finite element software,

COMSOL. Roughly 50% of the heat conducts through the bottom surface while other 50%
conducts from the side wall of channel based on the simulation results. Therefore, the total

surface area using to calculate heat flux is 8 mm x 1 mm.

Pyrex
Inlet Microchannel Outlet glass

glass

Si microstructures Pt heater and RTDs Si substrate

Figure 5-1. Schematics of the microchannel design. The microchannel has length of 10 mm,
width of 500 pim, and height of 500 pim. The micropillars incorporated into the microchannel

were etched out of Si with heights of 25 pim, diameters of 10 pm and pitch of 25-45 pm. The

8 mm (length) x 250 pm (width) Platinum (Pt) heater and four resistance temperature

detectors (RTDs) were fabricated along the microchannel on the backside.
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(1) (2)

*

Figure 5-2. Fabrication processes of the two-phase microchannel. (1) Micropillars of 25 pim

height were etched out Si using DRIE. (2) A 500 pm thick Si wafer was etched through using

DRIE and then bonded onto the wafer with micropillar array using Si-Si fusion bonding (3)

After the Si wafer bonding, a 100 nm thick Si0 2 layer was grown on the surfaces and then a 500

pm thick Pyrex glass wafer with the inlet and outlet holes was bonded onto the Si wafers as a

cover to form a microchannel. (4) A 250 nm thick Pt layer was deposited on the backside of the

microchannel using e-beam evaporation and patterned to form heater and temperature sensors.

TABLE III: Geometric parameters of the microstructures. The units of height, diameter and

pitch for micropillars are in microns and the unit of permeability is meter square. The solid

fraction, p, and roughness factor, r, are calculated by: qp = (rd 2 /4)/1 2 and r = 1 +

ird h(7r/2)/l 2 , respectively. The permeability, y-2, is calculated based on Sangani and

Acrivos[120].

Sample Height (h) Diameter(d) Pitch(l) d/l (P r Y-2

No.

M1 25 10 25 0.4 0.126 2.26 2.06x10-

M2 25 10 30 0.333 0.087 2.05 4.03x10"

M3 25 10 45 0.222 0.012 1.70 l.49xl0-O
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Figure 5-3. Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of the cross section image of a

representative, fabricated microchannel and magnified view of micropillars on the channel

bottom surface (inset). The channel with width of 500 pm and height of 500 prm was

fabricated using wafer bonding and DRIE. Two chambers next to the center microchannel are

made for the thermal insulation purpose. The curved image at far side of microchannel was

resulted from the image distortion of the SEM.

5.3 Experimental Setup

A closed loop test setup shown in Fig. 5-4 was used for two-phase heat transfer experiments.

A custom fixture was designed to interface the loop pipe and microchannel, and hold the sample

onto the microscope for two-phase phenomena observation. For all tests, high purity water

(CHROMASOLV for HPLC, Sigma-Aldrich) was first de-gassed within the degassing chamber

by heating up to 120 'C, and then pumped through the closed loop using peristaltic pump. All the

data, including flowrate, pressure drop across the microchannel, and temperature along the

channel were recorded using LabVIEW software. The conduction heat loss on the testing setup

was characterized by heating up the sample to ~140 'C without water in the channel. During the

experiment, the inlet temperature was maintained to be ~1 'C below the saturation temperature to

avoid any single phase cooling effect.
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Peristaltic
pump -

Power supply
(heater control)

I

- Flow pipe

- Power wire

- - Data wire

Computer
(imaging, parameters recording
and flow and heating control)

Figure 5-4. Custom closed loop system for the two-phase flow experiment. The flow was
pumped through the microchannel and the whole loop using a peristaltic pump. The flow was
preheated to 1 *C less than saturation temperature in the preheating chamber. A customized
fixture was made to interface between the loop pipes and microchannel and hold onto the
inverted microscope to observe two-phase phenomena. The two-phase flow was then cooled
down to -60 C after the condenser. All the data, including water mass flux, pressure drop across
the microchannel, and temperatures along microchannel were recorded with LabVIEW.

5.4 Experimental Results

Figure 5-5 shows time lapse images of typical two-phase phenomena in the microchannel
under various heat flux q " conditions with the sample M3. The onset of nucleation boiling
(ONB) was observed at a heat flux, q" 22 W/cm2 (Fig. 5-5a). The elongated bubble was
formed with increasing heat flux (Fig. 5-5b) and finally, slug flow was reached [119] with heat
flux, q " ~ 508 W/cm 2 (Fig. 5-5c). However, the vapor quality under this condition
(i.e., q " ~ 508 W/cm2) is -0.05 due to the high mass flux (G ~1530 kg/m2 s). Therefore, the

temperature and pressure fluctuations are not significant.
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G= 1530 kg/m 2 s

500 na

b

500 pn

500 pnI

200 ps 400 ps

Figure 5-5. Time lapse images of two-phase phenomena with various heat fluxes: a, 22 W/cm 2

2 2
b, 160 W/cm and c, 508 W/cm . a, Onset of nucleation boiling (ONB) was observed. The vapor
bubble nucleated both on the top of structured surfaces and microchannel side wall. b, The
elongated bubble was formed with increasing heat flux. c, A long, single bubble was obtained in
the channel. However, the bubble nucleation observed on the top of the micropillars (highlighted
by the red circle) demonstrated that the channel reached slug flow.

Figure 5-6 and 5-7 show the heat flux q" as a function of wall superheat AT = T" - Tsat, where
T, is the averaged surface temperature and Tsa, is the saturation temperature (i.e., boiling curve)
and the heat transfer coefficient h as a function of heat flux q ", respectively. The sudden reduction
in superheat AT along the boiling curve of hierarchical surfaces (i.e., "kickback") is indicative of
nucleation sites within the micropillars becoming active [119]. Note that the CHF condition was
not achieved in the experiments. The end of boiling curves indicates the burnout of the backside
heaters due to the fabrication defects. A heat flux, q " ~ 508 W/cm2 and the heat transfer
coefficient, hz~ 2x105 W/m2 K, were demonstrated on sample M3. The results seemingly show
the positive correlation between the heat transfer performance and structure permeability y- .
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Figure 5-6. Boiling curves on the surfaces detailed in Table III. The "kickback" phenomenon

shows the nucleation occurs on the structured surfaces. CHF was not reached due to the

burnout of heaters.

E

300
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Figure 5-7. Heat transfer coefficient h as function of heat flux q ". Heat transfer coefficient,

h 2 x 105 W/m2 K, were obtained on sample M3. The permeability of the structured

surface shows a positive effect on the heat transfer performance.
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5.5 Conclusion

In this study, we demonstrate the design of a two-phase microchannel incorporated with
microstructured surfaces, and backside heater and temperature sensors, used as a platform for
systematically studying surface geometry effects on bubble dynamics in two-phase flow. The
preliminary experimental data shows a significant heat dissipation capability (q " ~ 508 W/cm 2

and h 2x 105 W/m2 K). The positive correlation between the heat transfer performance and
permeability of the microstructures support the idea of using structured surface to mitigate flow
instability and enhance heat transfer performance. The insight gained from this study provides an
exciting opportunity to design two-phase microchannel heat sinks for high heat flux thermal
management applications.

5.6 Future Works

For the future study in the surface geometry effects on flow instability, we plan to achieve
following points:

1. Reduce the mass flux (flowrate): Flow instabilities are usually observed when the vapor
quality is higher than 0.2 and Weber's number is less than 1, which requires the mass flux
in the current microchannel geometry to be less than 500 kg/m 2 s (i.e., G < 500 kg/m 2 s).
While the minimal mass flux of current pump is ~1530 kg/m 2 s, to further study the
surface structure effects on flow instabilities, the power of the peristaltic pump has to
decrease.

2. Microchannels with smooth surfaces: To understand the surface structure effects and
study the enhancement in heat transfer due to the structured surfaces in two-phase
microchannel heat sinks, the baseline of flow behaviors and heat transfer characteristics
under the same heating conditions have to be established. Therefore, the microchannels
with the same dimensions but smooth surfaces are required.

3. Wide range of surface permeabilities: Our preliminary results show a positive correlation
between heat transfer performance and the permeability of the microstructures. However,
the result is inconclusive due to the small range of the permeabilities of the current
structure design. A wide range of structure permeabilities are needed to validate this
hypothesis.
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Chapter 6 Future Directions and Perspective

6.1 Summary of Work

Two-phase microchannel heat sinks have been recognized as a potential approach to address

the challenge in high heat flux thermal management due to the high latent heat of evaporation.

However, the flow instability problem associated with insufficient bubble removal hinders the

practical implement of the two-phase microchannel. To solve this problem, this thesis is focused

on manipulation of vapor bubble dynamics to enhance the bubble departure using structured

surfaces.

We first demonstrated that on structured surfaces with asymmetry the liquid spreading

direction can be manipulated. The deflected nanopillars due to the thermal residual stress create

energy barrier in all directions but one, leading to the uni-directional liquid spreading (i.e., liquid

spreads in one direction only). We developed a geometrical model based on surface energy

minimization shows an excellent agreement with the experimental results. The insight gained

from this research provides a guideline to achieve the fine control on the liquid behaviors using

surface structure design, which potentially can be applied to manipulate vapor bubble behavior.

The surface structure effect on heat transfer performance in pool boiling condition was then

investigated. Well-designed microstructured surfaces with wide-range of surface roughness

factors (r = I - 6) were fabricated to study the role of capillary-length-scale surface roughness on

critical heat flux (CHF). We were able to achieve CHF of-200 W/cm 2 with microstructured

surface only. In addition, the CHF enhancement was found to be well-correlated with the surface

roughness factor. A model was developed based on force balance argument and roughness-

amplified surface tension and an excellent agreement between the model and experimental data

was found.

We subsequently fabricated nano- and hierarchically structured surfaces with high roughness

factor (3 < r < 14 ), and a CHF of-250 W/cm2 was demonstrated on the surface with highest

roughness factor (r 1 13.3). The CHF data on the hierarchical surfaces also shows good

agreement with the CHF prediction by the analytic force balance model. The study demonstrates

the important effect of surface roughness at capillary length scale on enhancing CHF.

Finally, a two-phase microchannel incorporated with microstructured surfaces, and backside

heater and temperature sensors, used as a platform for systematically studying surface geometry

effects on bubble dynamics in two-phase flow, was designed and fabricated. Our experimental

results show that we are able to achieve heat flux q " ~ 508 W/cm 2 and heat transfer coefficient

h 2x 105 W/m 2 K with mass flux G ~1530 kg/m 2 s. A positive correlation between the heat

transfer performance and permeability of the microstructures was found, which supports the

hypothesis that structured surface can manipulate bubble dynamics to reduce flow instability.
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This exciting finding from the preliminary result demonstrates the great potential for the new
design of two-phase microhcannel heat sinks to address the flow instability challenge.

6.2 Future Directions

We envision the work in this thesis can be extended in following aspects in the future.

For manipulation of liquid spreading, we proposed to achieve real-time control of liquid

spreading direction on-demand using electrowetting phenomenon. In Chapter 2, we tailored the

polymers to ensure that the imbibition condition can be satisfied and the spreading occurred

spontaneously after the droplet was deposited onto the surface [121]. However, if the contact

angle of liquid is larger than the imbibition angle, no spreading can occur (i.e., no spreading

region in Fig. 2-6 and Fig. 2-7). Electrowetting is a well-known phenomenon that involves

modifying the wettability and the contact angle of a liquid (electrolyte) on the surface using an

electric potential [8, 122, 123]. Therefore, even if the contact angle is in no spreading region, we
can reduce the liquid contact angle by applying the electric potential across the droplet and

surface and allow spreading occurring as shown in Fig. 6-1.

V V

Figure 6-1. Real time control of liquid spreading on demand using electrowetting. a, Before

the electric potential is applied, the contact angle of liquid is above imbibitions angle and no

spreading occurs. b, After the electric potential is applied across the droplet and surface,

liquid contact angle is decreased to smaller than imbibitions angle and uni-directional

spreading can occur on the asymmetric nanostructured surfaces.

Furthermore, the symmetric spreading (i.e., spreading in all directions) can occur on the

asymmetric nanostructured surfaces if the contact angle is in bi-directional spreading region

when higher electric potential is applied. Using electrowetting and the asymmetric

nanostructured surfaces, we can achieve real-time manipulation of liquid spreading behaviors

between no spreading, uni-directional spreading, and symmetric spreading.

For CHF enhancement using structured surfaces, the further study and validation for the CHF

mechanism is suggested. The high-speed, infrared thermometry technique as shown in Fig. 6-2

[103] allows us to observe the contact line movement of vapor bubble during bubble growth and

departure. Therefore, we can study contact line pining and de-pining, bubble departure radius,
nucleation site density, and local superheat.
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Figure 6-2. Pool boiling facility with infrared thermometry and high speed video cameras

[103].

For two-phase microchannel heat sinks, in addition to the future works listed in section 5.6,
we proposed to introduce asymmetric structured surfaces into the microchannel in the future, as

shown in Fig. 6-3. The asymmetric structured surfaces can alter force balance acting on the

vapor bubble and allow bubble depicturing preferentially in certain direction. This directional

departure can prevent vapor bubble from growing toward inlet of the channel and, as result,
mitigate flow instabilities.

Net surface
forces

Flow Trr

direction PV

P20

(71  CF2

Figure 6-3. Vapor bubble on asymmetric structured surfaces in microchannel.

6.3 Perspectives

In the practical implementation of two-phase microchannel heat sinks, another problem is to

maintain the uniform flow when a multi-channel system is introduced. The vapor bubble

nucleation significantly increases local flow resistance and reduces the flow through the
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microchannel, leading to dry-out problem due to the insufficient liquid supply. The positive
feedback loop imposes a great challenge in controlling the heat transfer performance for two-
phase microchannel heat sinks. To solve this issue requires better fundamental understanding of
two-phase flow phenomena, a comprehensive flow region map, and active/passive feedback
control system. In addition, the cooling solution can achieve better performance when it is close
to the heat sources. Therefore, the desired approach may be to imbed the microchannel into the
substrate of the Si-based electronics. However, the fabrication compatibility can be a big and
expensive issue. Another approach is to introduce the channel at the packaging level which,
again, requires more study and development in the material selection and fabrication process. For
the system level, the challenge in practical implementation of liquid cooling is the interface to
introduce liquid into the microchannel. The liquid pipeline has to be integrated onto the circuit
board and the interface between the pipeline and liquid source needs a proper and elaborate
design for the simple, robust, and replace-easy setup.

For a broader perspective, the wide spectrum of applications in electronics imposes very
different problems in thermal management. While performance-orientated electronics, such as
CPU for servers, requires high heat dissipation capability, mobile devices consuming less power
need a quiet, light, and low power consumption cooling solution. Also, the fine temperature
control for photonic devices is another severe problem.

To address these issues, we envision the several research directions in thermal management
in the future to include:

1. Fundamental study of solid state physics for the electronics. To solve the problems in
electronics cooling, a better understanding in the physics of heat generation and transfer
is required.

2. Multi-scale and multi-physics simulation techniques. The heat transfer phenomena in
most electronics is complicated and across a wide range of length scale. Better simulation
tools are needed to provide a quick and accurate estimation of thermal situation in the
electronics.

3. Better understanding into intermolecular interaction. The micro/nanostructures have a
great effect on heat transfer performance, especially involving phase change. A study in
the interaction between the liquid and solid phases can provide an improved
understanding in enhancing the liquid properties for better heat transfer.

4. Synthetic materials for enhancing thermal conductivity. The best material for heat
conduction is diamond (k ~ 2200 W/m-K). Given the rarity and price of diamond, the
material with high thermal conductivity and low cost is needed for better thermal
management purposes.

Thermal management has been one of the most important issues for the progress of electronic
industry. The thermal issue has to be taken into account at early stage of designing the electronic
chips. Furthermore, energy has become another critical issue in the modem world, given the fact
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that oil price is expected to go up continuously. These challenges require great efforts in heat

transfer research to improve the technology. Therefore, we anticipate that there will be even

more research and development invested in the heat transfer area in the near future.
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